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TOMORROW MORN GC OPENS OUR BEST

Sermi.Annual

hite

oods Sale

Thousands of Beautiful Undermuslins; Miles of Lovely Embroideries; Snowy White Fabrics;
Table and Bed Linens; Remarkable Values Throughout
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MONTH ago women commenced asking when our White Sale would be held and our answer ever since has been simply, "Wait, it will not be long, and it will be worth waiting for." It
has taken longer to get ready than we.anticipated--caused through a delay on the part of the maker who had our order for the beautiful Paris-American hand-embroidered undergarments you will see in this sale at such low prices, and, again, because of an accident at sea that delayed the arrival of the lovely St. Gall embroideries which were bought especially for
But now, )vith unbounded pleasure we make the announcement that stocks are fully complete at every point and we are able to sound the message for which hundreds
this occasion.
of Missoula women have been waiting-a White Goods Sale so broadly comprehensive and deeply helpful in its scope that practical-minded women ~ill be quick to seize the opportunity

to purchase supplies for a full half-year.

At Every Point the Sale of Muslin Underwear Shows the Care With Which it Was Planned

The WhitM Sale of last June was hardly over before we began planning for this Sale. For months the process of selection and elimination has been on.with the one end in view-of making
The Sale will, we believe, fully substantiate these

THIS White Sale the best this Store has ever presented, whether considered from the standpoint of varieties, qualities or values it affords.
claims of superoolrty over any white sale ever held in Missoula:

THiRD-Better materials and better workmanship than have beeu known before at equal price.
FOURTH-Better values, resulting from painstaking efforts on ur part to effeot deep-out economles.

FIRST-Many novelties and exclusive styles, which other stores cannot duplicate before another season.
SECOND-Greater variety of styles and greater refinement of styles, partioularly in the inexpensive garments.

Though lots are large, many of the most beautiful things will be sold before closing time tomorrow evening and cannot be duplicated, hence this suggestion-COME EARLY.
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Maeruisette Voiles--A new. cotton fabric for walsts and dresses;
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Cj-epee--Plain and fancy stripe weaves, in cotton, mercerized and
puire silk; yard, 5O# to 9.50.
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A Sale With Savings for All
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